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GREAT BRITAIN IN THE PROCESS OF ESTABLISHING COMMON FOREIGN AND SECURITY POLICY OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

The article presents the results of the research position and role of the United Kingdom in the process of formation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) of the European Union at different periods of its development. There were considered the historical peculiarities of the East European policy of Great Britain, formation of its position on Ukraine’s European integration in the context of implementation of the CFSP and enlargement of the EU. The main conclusion is that Britain has neglected the EU leadership capabilities in the CFSP, which was objectively the optimal option to maximize the identification of its leadership ambitions in the Union. In the case of total withdrawal from the EU, the UK will be forced to abandon the CSDP. For the EU, Brexit can have both positive and negative consequences. Brexit will lead to a partial loss of its influence on regional processes and will have some negative consequences for the international positions of Ukraine.
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Formulation of the problem. The process of the country’s exit from the EU (unofficial called as «Brexit»), which was the result of the national referendum on 23 June 2016, is a catalyst not only for British public confidence in European integration, the country’s relations with regional partners and institutions, but also the Union that is experiencing the most profound and complex crisis in its history. That’s why it is therefore important to analyze the historical experience and peculiarities of the UK’s participation in the CFSP with a projection of the possible consequences of Brexit for the international position of the country and the EU in a modern globalized and poorly predicted world.
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The formation of the foreign policy, dimension of EU’s security and the contribution of Great Britain to this process is relevant for the study in view of the need to know the origins and causes of modern complex transformations of the regional and world system of international relations, the emergence of new threats to international security, in the epicenter of which was Ukraine. The experience of British participation in European integration can become instructive for Ukraine in its desire to become a full participant in regional integration processes.

Analysis of recent research and publications. The analysis of European and American historiography shows that the researchers are paying considerable attention to the subject of European integration and participation Great Britain in general, which can’t be said about the study of the issue of the participation of this country in the CFSP of the EU. The group of British researchers in the history of the formation and development of the CFSP represents the publications of F. Cameron, Ch. Grant, J. Howorth, on pages of which this issue has found a certain amount of coverage. Researchers M. Oakes, A. Forster, T. Valasek payed their attention to the research of the development of European defense cooperation and the role of the UK in establishment of the Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP) of the EU. Researchers R. Balfour, I. Bond, S. Bench, etc. provides an analysis of the implications of the UK’s exit from the EU for the CFSP. Among the Ukrainian scientists, we will highlight publications on the history of membership of Great Britain in the EU of Britannists A. Hrubinko, Y. Krushynskyi, N. Yakovenko. In the Russian historiography some attention to studying of the contribution of Great Britain to the development of the CFSP in separate parts of their works was paid T. Andreeva, A. Morozov, S. Ochkanov, A. Valuev, A. Gromyko. In Ukrainian and Russian historiography the problem of involvement of Great Britain in the CFSP of the EU is not sufficiently developed.

The aim of the research position and role of the United Kingdom in the process of formation of the CFSP of the European Union at different periods of its development.

Main results of the research. The European Union has historically become a combination of two different types of international cooperation – an international organization and an intergovernmental association on the basis of founding treaties. This is especially noticeable in the field of foreign and security policy. The main distinctive feature of the CFSP is the strong dependence of the process of its development and implementation on the interests of the states-subjects. The CFSP expertise according to the Maastricht Treaty of 1992 includes all issues of international relations, in particular, the protection of international peace and security, the gradual formation of a common defense policy, the provision of the interests of the EU as an international actor in relations with third countries and international organizations [1]. So, the CFSP can be defined as a special subsystem of multi-level interaction between states and supranational institutions in the field of the formation, organization and implementation of representation the Unity on the international scene, relations between Member States and institutions with third countries, international organizations and non-state structures that include diplomatic relations, military-political cooperation and defense cooperation, development of projects military-technical cooperation, joint military-civilian peacekeeping operations outside the Union. The EU’s security policy combines the classical elements of military cooperation between Member States (with the participation of Union institutions) and elements of its more natural humanitarian impact on the environment. This allowed the leadership of Britain to use the potentially wide opportunities for unification in the international arena, while maintaining loyalty to the traditional guidelines of the state’s foreign policy.

In the process of research scientific problem it’s necessary to take into account three fundamental aspects that define the UK’s policy line in partner relations: 1) mentioned specificity of this straightforward the EU’s policy; 2) the foreign policy of the state is always dependent on and complementary to the internal one, which is especially relevant in the case of the United Kingdom and its established approaches to European integration (Euro-skepticism); 3) Britain in its foreign policy is traditionally closely associated with the United States, which adds to the country the political and military-strategic importance in Europe. Therefore, in the historiography, the assertion about the presence of the dichotomy of the strategic directions of British foreign policy at the EU-US level is widespread [2, p. 1315-1316]. The specified characteristics of the CFSP, the validity of the established principles and guidelines of foreign policy have contributed to the controversial nature of Britain’s involvement in this area of association.

The preconditions for the formation of the foreign policy component of the European Union arose from the post-war attempts to establish a regional political and defense community (1952), the introduction of a mechanism of European Political Cooperation (EPC) in the early 1970’s. The British elite saw the EPC as an additional resource to implement the international interests of the state, the opportunity to show their leadership in European politics, strengthen its influence in relations with the US and the USSR, reduce the influence of France and Ger-
many, to compensate the limited participation in the areas of classical integration. The fidelity to the concept of Atlanticism and, at the same time, the need for active engaging in the processes of regional union has led to the dichotomy of its foreign policy between the EEC/EU and the United States (NATO). The effectiveness of such a policy has not called into question the end of the Cold War. However, changes in the system of international relations of the 1990’s put the choice of both the EU and Great Britain – to maintain the status quo in the European security system or to formulate their own international policies backed up by new regional resources.

British political strategy for relations with continental Europe in the second half of XX century evolved from distancing to direct participation in regional integration associations, coupled with an attempt to adapt the development processes of the European Community to their interests. The United Kingdom’s membership in the EEC in 1973 was a necessary step aimed at strengthening of the international position of the state in the conditions of absence of any other Community alternative. For British society, European integration was expedient in terms of effective management and was not considered historically inevitable [3]. Despite the positive consensus reached in the British policy regarding the involvement of the kingdom in the foreign policy cooperation of the EEC, this issue did not find significant reviews in the masses, and was supported mostly by the political and business elite, part of the diplomats of new generation. The Euro-skeptical British press has been the constraining factor for spreading the objective information about the EEC.

The limited institutional and functional status of the EPC, its absence in the legal (contractual) field of the EEC, the withdrawal of security issues beyond their competence set the British political elite. The decisions within the framework of the EPC were of a recommendatory nature. At the same time, the attempts of the British leadership to play a leading role in the political cooperation of the EEC countries had contradictory results that were inherent in the participation of the kingdom in European integration as a whole. In opposition to the British government, the autonomy of the European military organization contradicted the further cooperation of the states of the region in the field of security and defense. The tendency of limiting the European policy of official London to a tolerance of Atlanticism has become firmly established. In the end, Margaret Thatcher signed the Single European Act of 1986, which for the first time introduced the EPC mechanism into the legal field of the EEC. In the matter of military-political cooperation of the EEC, the conservative government was in positions of «Atlantic» Euro-skepticism. The reached level of the arrangements was considered by official London as the final stage of the formation of the European association. The confrontation of the British government with the autonomy of the European military organization contradicted the further cooperation of the states of the region in the field of security.

During the existence of the EU the UK’s governments have been pursuing a strategic line to curb the autonomy of European foreign policy and security in order to keep them under the traditional approaches of interstate cooperation (and not integration) and Atlantic solidarity. At the same time, the main tactical tool of British politics remained active in discussing strategic issues of the CFSP and periodic support for certain innovative initiatives. The purpose is to intercept the strategic initiative of the federalist «core» – Germany and France, to control the process of building political integration from the middle to maintain the status quo in the transatlantic security system.

The Government of the prime minister John Major supported the Franco-German initiative to establish a CFSP to the «second pillar» of the European Communities. Conservatives tried to maintain traditional approaches to international politics and European security. Therefore, the first period of the kingdom’s participation in the CFSP (1990-1997) can be defined as traditionalist. During the preparation of the Treaty on European Union, the conservative government tried to reduce the formation of the CFSP to a level of intergovernmental cooperation. If the British agreed to meet the requirements of EU’s foreign policy, their interpretation of the CSDP as a «European pillar» of NATO was different from the perspective of the supporters of EU’s autonomy on the question of security. The London’s bet on the WEU, as a military resistance to the EU, has forced the negotiators to postpone the issue of providing a united military dimension [4, p. 17]. The abstract formation of the treaty in the part of the CFSP satisfied the kingdom’s interests.

Britain’s agreement to establish the CFSP was due to international circumstances and the need to affirm its own borrowing within the EU, rather than a conscious strategic choice of political elites. In London, they sought to restrict the EU’s competence in the area of foreign policy and security in according to the Atlantic interests and integrity of state sovereignty, although generally welcomed the cooperation of the member states of the Union. The pragmatic nature of the motives of the country’s participation in the European integration system has been shown by John Major in a speech at the conference of the European Democrats on 12 September 1991 [5].

The breakthrough in the development of the CFSP was due to the pro-European position of the government of Prime Minister Tony Blair, who renewed the long-standing idea of British leadership in Europe and
pursued a policy of pragmatic Euro-optimism. In general, policy of the Labor Government (1997-2007) in the European direction has confirmed the preservation of the inviolability of the strategic priorities of foreign policy. Pro-European rhetoric skillfully presented in the first years of activity, backed by spectacular political decisions aimed at convergence of positions with European partners, showed an increase in flexibility of the position of the British establishment in making tactical decisions in the face of changing European imperatives. Among them, the signing of the Amsterdam Treaty, which for the first time formed the institutional mechanisms of the CFSP, the historic Franco-British Declaration of Saint-Malo in 1998 on the development of autonomous NATO-led military structures and units within the CSDP, the agreement on the transfer of key functions from the WEU to the EU, active support for enlargement the European Union. The signing of the Saint-Malo Declaration was the beginning of the evolutionary and progressive period of the Kingdom’s participation in the CFSP (1998-2002). According to European researchers, the Saint-Malo Declaration has become a reference point for the real development of European security capabilities [6, p. 1]. However, the policy of the second and third government of Tony Blair’s government (2001-2007) showed that the deepening of the country’s participation in the integration processes was largely declarative. At the stage of developing the Nice Treaty, the previous initiative and progressive attitude of the British Government towards the development of the CFSP have been significantly reduced. During a speech in Warsaw on 6 October 2000, Tony Blair stated that the Union as a unique combination of intergovernmental and supranational may become «supergovernment, but not a superstate» [7].

During the period of the adoption of the Constitutional Treaty, the role of Great Britain in the development of European political integration was also ambiguous. The government has continued to actively support the formation of EU’s foreign and military mechanisms. However, the unilateral decision on Britain’s participation in the war on Iraq in 2003 as a consequence of the traditional following of international ambitions of the US led to the situation which paralyzed the CFSP and questioned the country’s leadership in Europe. The British leadership failed to achieve a balance between European and Atlantic foreign policy. Charles Grant stated that Tony Blair lost the status of «European leader» [8]. The failed attempts by France and Germany to introduce a model for deep integration in the security sector have shown that it is impossible to develop of CSDP without the United Kingdom.

The active role of Great Britain in European politics after the 2003 intervention in Iraq marked the beginning of a new period in the history of state participation in the CFSP, which can be characterized as realistic or pragmatic-functional (2004-2010). The state leadership during the «constitutional process» chose moderately-constructive tactics, agreeing on the overall insignificant centralization of the CFSP. Blair’s government made concessions regarding the introduction of the posts of the President of European Council and the Union Foreign Minister, the diplomatic service of the Union (European External Action Service), the extension of the vote in the EU Council by qualified majority and the mechanism for in-depth cooperation on security and defense. In London, they supported the adoption of the European Security Strategy, but opposed the creation of a joint headquarters of the EU forces and the strengthening of European institutions for the sake of the Atlantic interests. Providing the legal personality of the European Union allowed the association to become a full-fledged independent subject of international law. At the same time, the decisive role of parliaments in foreign and defense policy is preserved. Tony Blair called the new treaty a success for the UK [9, p. 1081].

As a result of the unsuccessful ratification of the EU Constitutional Treaty in France and the Netherlands on May 29 and June 1, 2005, the British Government, accordingly, avoided the expected role of the most problematic member of ratification. The failure of the treaty did not affect the continuation of London's implementation of the CFSP programs and projects. However, the loss of Labor’s popularity and the fall of the international image of Tony Blair personally after the Iraqi campaign led to an increase in Euro-skepticism.

The European policy of the Labor government under the leading of the prime minister Gordon Brown (2007-2010) broadly followed the pragmatic line of predecessors, and its biggest achievement was the signing of the Lisbon Treaty of the EU on 13 December 2007. The prime minister managed to preserve the special status of Britain in the EU and to defend a number of fundamental positions in preserving the main principles of the functioning of the CFSP. In particular, at the insistence of London, the project was removed from the project by the EU foreign minister. Brown’s regional government policy became more pragmatic. The CFSP was not given the proper attention. At the same time, the appointment of Baroness Catherine Ashton, the High Representative for Foreign and Security Policy of the EU became significant for the UK development of the CFSP. British diplomats led by Richard Cooper, former adviser of the Prime Minister Tony Blair, became active creators of the European External Action Service.

The governments of Conservatives leading by David Cameron (2010-2015, 2015-2016) can be characterized as skeptical-inertial to participate in the CFSP and in general, the membership of the state in the
Union. The European policy of the British governments was characterized by special skepticism, isolationism and the complexity of dialogue with European partners. Ratification of the Lisbon Treaty was assessed as a betrayal of the country’s democratic traditions [10, p. 113-114]. The ruling party proclaimed an aggressive course to revise the regulatory framework and the role of Britain in the Union’s structure. The country was again in the role of the main opponent of the deepening of European integration. The level of state participation in the CFSP was significantly reduced. At the same time there was a functional paradox. The British government remained an active participant in the process of shaping the EU’s international position and often spoke on its behalf in the international arena, allocating the largest budget allocations to European defense. Almost no humanitarian mission or peacekeeping operation of the EU was conducted without the participation of British specialists. At the same time, one of the areas of expedient reduction of communitarian expenditures in London was precisely the CFSP.

In the area of security and defense, the British position was unchanged—the EU’s resources should complement NATO and not replace national defense capabilities. David Cameron’s Cabinet raised the issue of the expediency of funding the European Defense Agency and vetoed the creation of a permanent EU Operational Headquarter [11, p. 1306]. London refused to allocate military units to the Eurocorps, to join a number of the EU’s infrastructure projects. The government of the prime minister David Cameron has violated the established dichotomy of «Europeanism»-»Atlanticism» in the foreign policy of the state. The kingdom, thanks to the victory of Euro-skeptic populism, lost its chance for leadership in a united Europe. David Cameron’s office implemented a strategy of in-depth cooperation at the traditional bilateral intergovernmental level, primarily within the framework of British-French military-political cooperation. In response to the proposals made by the European Commission on the development of CSDP, approved by the European Council on 20 December 2013, David Cameron said that London would block initiatives to create a European army, calling them «the fantasies» [12]. He made it clear that it was not necessary to rely on the active position of the UK in development of European defense structures. The National Security and Defense Strategy of the UK in 2015 does not foresee further involvement of the Royal Armed Forces in the EU’s military operations [13, p. 53].

David Cameron retained the belief in the possibility of reforming the EU in accordance with the British model of the «Common Market». During talks with the leadership of EU institutions and member states during November 2015 – February 2016, David Cameron did not demand revision of the terms of state participation in the CFSP, but rejected the deepening of political integration in general. The British side sought at least to preserve the current level of state participation in the Community. Although the prime minister before that event called on citizens to vote for Britain’s membership in the European Union, most participants (almost 52%) on 23 June 2016 did not support his position. David Cameron entered the history of the UK as a prime minister, who destroyed the balance of relations between the UK and European Community, which existed since 1973.

London continued its previous line to defend its own interests, trying to block the disadvantageous political processes. This was evidenced by the negative reaction of British side to the call of European colleagues to develop a common strategy for further relations with the USA after Donald Trump won the presidential election in 2016. As it was expected, the reaction of the British Government to the appeals of the High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Federica Mogherini to development of cooperation in the field of the CSDP, in particular, the next attempt to create a permanent Operational Headquarters of the EU’s armed forces, was negative [14, p. 6]. Its creation was blocked by the British side traditionally.

The European policy of the British government under the leading of the Prime Minister David Cameron did not contribute to the strengthening of European defense identity. London frankly favored the formation of the NATO Response Force. The primacy of the Atlantic commitments was certified by David Cameron when signing military cooperation agreements with France in November 2010. The parties undertook to promote closer cooperation between NATO and the EU [15]. During the March-October 2011 military campaign in Libya, the British government vetoed the French proposals to transfer the EU forces to operational action and the creation of the European Command Operations Center, giving preference to the NATO’s Headquarters [16, p. 254].

Atlanticism’s primacy in British foreign policy was immediately manifested in the crisis of international relations in connection with Russia’s military aggression against Ukraine. Russian aggression has shown the need to change the European policy of the United States and NATO, their return to the European concentration zone. There was a shift in emphasis in NATO’s policy on the defense of the Central-Eastern European region, as recorded in the summit decisions in Newport (Wales) on 4-5 September 2014. In the National Security and Defense Strategy of the United Kingdom 2015 in the system of key partners of the state in the Euro-Atlantic area the EU is indicative latter after NATO, the United States, France, Germany and others [13, p. 53]. As a result of Britain’s withdrawal from the EU, the strengthening of its military machinery is not ruled out. This is supported by the French government, which carries out systematic work on the development of a European regional defense...
system, autonomous from US resources, in the hope of forming a European Defense Union [17]. At the same time, Brexit can complicate the process of European unification in the security sector without the presence of British resources, to weaken the difficult relations between the EU and NATO.

Great Britain has made a significant contribution to the formation and implementation of operational security activities of the European Union. Since 2003, the United Kingdom at various levels of representation has participated in virtually all EU military operations and civilian missions in the regions of the Balkans, the Middle East, Africa, the post-Soviet space. London was one of the largest donors of EU operations and missions. The kingdom has participated in most of the operational peacekeeping operations of the association, becoming one of the major donors in the system. The withdrawal of the state from the EU in 2020 and the possible refusal of Britain to participate in military-civilian operations and EU missions will weaken the operational security potential of the association, but in the long run may enable it to carry out international activities more independently from NATO [18].

The British governments have been active in promoting a number of Central Eastern Europe states on their path to EU membership. Integration of the Central Eastern Europe (CEE) region countries into the EU has become one of the main successes of the British governments in the process of developing of the CFSP. The British government, while looking for the political benefits of continuing the enlargement of the EU, did not forget its domestic interests. Contrary to the commitment of the concept of «expansion instead of deepening», The kingdom’s government shown their solidarity with the representatives of other «big» EU’s states (France and Germany) in the distribution of budgetary funds of the association, places in its institutions, and since the second half of the 2000’s established restrictions on migration flows from the new states-members and candidates. In general, the British government’s policy on eastern enlargement of the EU defined a pragmatic political calculation. The decline in the support of the policy of enlargement and its greater pragmatism was inherent in the governments of the conservative Prime Ministers David Cameron, Theresa May and Boris Jonson, which, along with confrontational relations with the EU, has reduced the influence of the state in the region. London recognized the need for a strategic pause in expansion.

Eastern European politics of Great Britain was formed in the general context of development of relations of the states of the Western Europe and the USA with the countries of the post-Soviet space. London’s policy on them developed in line with the general policy of the West in the post-Soviet space. Only in the early 2000’s the EU introduced a separate comprehensive program of cooperation with the states of the region – the European Neighborhood Policy (subsequently the «Eastern Partnership» was singled out), with the British government as the co-author. Position of the kingdom in relation to the countries of Eastern Europe varied according to the needs of a compromise with the partners in the unification and dynamics of relations with Russia. London adhered to the position of recognizing the possibility of Eastern European membership in the European Union in the long run. In general, the Eastern European policy of the EU and Britain remained a peripheral component of the CFSP. Only the Russian-Ukrainian conflict has turned London’s attention to the problems of this region.

Britain’s policy towards Ukraine depended on the positions of the United States and Russia. Nuclear disarmament, Russian-Ukrainian territorial contradictions, unwillingness of the British elite to perceive Ukraine outside the context of the Russian factor formed the main factors of its perception in Europe and in the world. At the same time, informed government circles were aware of Ukraine’s weighty role for European security [19, p. 3]. The UK supported the European integration course of Ukraine, but wasn’t in hurry to provide the significant assistance and to consider relations with Kiev beyond the Russian factor. Britain government to the events of 2014 did not consider Ukraine as the main strategic state for ensuring security in the CEE region. The impairment of the image of Ukraine’s leadership in the international arena as a result of scandals surrounding the murder of journalist Georgii Gongadze, the sale of weapons to Iraq, oppression of political opposition against the background of traditional problems of state development (corruption, authoritarian power, curtailment of reforms, economic problems) determined the context of relations between Ukraine, the EU and the United Kingdom in 2001-2004. The British Neighborhood Initiative in 2002 did not foresee the prospective of membership in the EU or even the association of Ukraine. Only the events of the «orange revolution» somewhat improved the image of Ukraine in the British public opinion. The official position of the United Kingdom at the stage of adopting the Eastern Partnership program was to support the deepening of Ukraine’s relations with the EU without answering the question of its membership. In London, in turn, they decided to compromise with the EU partners (France and Germany). At the same time, an argument for Britain’s support for Euro-Atlantic integration of Ukraine was the Russian-Georgian armed conflict in August 2008 [20 p. 3]. Britain supported the signing of the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU in 2014. In the context of the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, the British government acted as an active supporter of the adoption of a political decision by the EU on the introduction of anti-Russian sanctions and the provision of assistance to Ukraine. Brexit will weaken Ukraine’s position in relations with the European
Union and will strengthen pro-Russian tendencies among its member states. In the context of the Brexit, the UK’s strategic importance for Ukraine in its integration into the European integration process will be reduced.

Conclusions. Great Britain has passed original historic way of participating in European integration processes, trying to adapt them to their state needs and international interests. Such a strategy became particularly noticeable in the CFSP. The state leadership tried to use the mechanisms of membership to strengthen its influence on the international arena, but adhered to minimalist positions regarding their development. The British governments did not consider European integration as a priority area in the focusing of their international efforts. Therefore, the CFSP of the European Union was seen as an important but not the main mechanism of the foreign policy of the kingdom. The Atlantic and pro-American positions of the United Kingdom have become one of the decisive and at the same time contradictory factors for the establishment of the CSDP.

As a result of the total withdrawal from the EU, the United Kingdom will be forced to abandon the CSDP. It will strike a significant blow to the historical ambitions of the UK to revive its role as a world power, weaken its influence on regional processes. Brexit can cost the country stability on the internal and external levels. For the EU, Brexit can have both positive and negative consequences. Without Britain in the EU, there is a greater chance of forming a more united and effective military organization. At the same time, the diplomatic and military structures of the EU, the CSDP system in general, will lose skilled British specialists and a significant part of the resources. Brexit eliminates the established balance of power in the Union. One of the consequences of Brexit may be the strengthening of centrifugal tendencies in uniting and weakening its influence in world politics.

Consequently, the history of Britain’s participation in the CFSP in the context of the Brexit process shows that Britain has never been able to find its place in the European Union. The history of its membership in the EU provides an instructive experience of a complex process of building relations with the institutions and partners in the Unity, which should be taken into account in Ukraine. Brexit lead to a loss of its influence on regional processes and will have some negative consequences for the international positions of Ukraine.
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